Introduction
The work I have to describe to-day comes from a discovery by two Viennese ladies, Blau & Wambacher (1937) . They found th at photographic plates kept for some time showed ' stars ', i.e. groups of tracks recalling those in a Wilson chamber, but reduced in proportion to the greater density of the photographic plate compared with the gas in the chamber. The tracks in a star diverge from a point in the emulsion. Some of the stars were due to contamination and represented successive alpha-particle disintegrations due to a speck of radioactive impurity in the plate. But others included tracks too long to be due to any known radioactive impurities. Further more, Stetter & Wambacher (1938 showed th at the number of stars increased if the plates were taken for a few weeks to the top of a mountain. This was correctly interpreted as meaning th at they are due to some component of the cosmic rays and represent fragments from the exploding nucleus of some atom in the emulsion. Since then many investigations have been made on these lines, especially by the group under Professor Powell a t Bristol (Powell & Occhialini 1947a) . The technique owes much to the admirable work of the research staff of Ilfords and more recently th at of Kodaks. To-day I want to discuss the nature and origin of these stars and their relation to analogous phenomena observed in the Wilson chamber. I shall illustrate the arguments from data obtained at Imperial College by Messrs Perkins, Lattimore, Harding, Li and others, to whom I am much indebted for permission to use some still unpublished work.
Stars contain anything up to thirty-four tracks; one of twenty-five has been observed at Imperial College. The tracks vary in length, in specific ionization and in straightness. I t is possible in favourable cases to distinguish between tracks due Vol. 196. A. (7 April 1949) [ 
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to alpha-particles, protons, mesons and heavily charged particles. Deuterons and tritons also occur. The plates are not sensitive to particles with low specific ionization.
In practice this means all electrons (though Kodaks have recently produced a plate sensitive to electrons of not more than a few kilovolts energy), mesons over about 8MeV, protons over 100 MeV and alphas over several thousand MeV. These figures apply to particles from known stars which can be examined carefully; a large propor tion of single tracks of these densities would probably be missed. Neutral particles are of course only detectable by knock-ons or by secondary disintegrations which will not normally occur near the point of origin, so they cannot be ascribed to any particular star.
E xperimental data
Data on stars have been collected by Blau & Wambacher (1937) and other workers. I propose to show in most cases results from plates examined at Imperial College, partly because with improved technique they are likely to be more accurate than much of the earlier work, and partly because it is an advantage to have all the data derived from plates treated and examined in the same way. Figure 1 shows the way in which a number of stars produced in a given time in a plate of given thickness varies with the height. The results of Perkins and of Powell (not shown in figure 1) agree well at 11,000 ft. The results of Stetter & Wambacher are adjusted to fit at this altitude. I t will be seen th at down to sea-level there is an approximately logarithmic variation corresponding to an exponential of seven for the whole of the atmosphere. This is about the same as for the soft component of the cosmic rays, and also for the neutrons which have been observed in them.
Stetter & Wambacher's results at sea-level are probably low relative to those at greater altitude because of fading of the image.
number of tracks per star F igure 2. Frequency distribution of tracks from stars (3600 m.). Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of tracks among the stars. It refers to stars found on plates exposed at 3500 m. near Chamonix. It will be seen th at the greatest number of the stars have three tracks and th at few have more than about ten. Fewer stars are recorded with two than with three tracks. It is possible that the number of stars with two tracks is considerably underestimated. Such stars cannot in practice be distinguished from a single track which has been scattered at one point through a large angle. Further, those stars whose tracks, when projected on the photographic plate, are nearly in the same direction will not be counted. Figure 3 shows the total energy associated with the charged particles from a group of fifty stars measured by Mr Li and Mr Harding. Binding energy of a proton has been taken as 8 MeV, and the energy of the protons has been doubled to allow for th at of the neutrons which presumably accompanied the protons. These stars were selected at random and their number of tracks varied from two to five.
Though the large stars with more than ten tracks are few in number they are especi ally interesting, and Mr Perkins has made a detailed study of them. Figure la* shows an energy distribution of the protons for all the stars with over fifteen tracks which have been found so far at Imperial College, and figure 16* shows a corre sponding diagram for those with between ten and fourteen tracks, obtained by Messrs Harding and Lattimore. The distribution of energy can be partially explained on the supposition th at the nucleus is struck by a particle which communicates its energy to the individual nucleons so that a state is set up which can be regarded as one of high temperature. Nucleons will escape in a process akin to evaporation. As this process proceeds both temperature and effective atomic weight of the nucleus will diminish. Classical theory (Weisskopf 1937) indicates a relation between the temperature and the energy spectrum of the protons as follows:
where E is the energy, V the potential barrier and T the temperature, all in MeV. This is somewhat modified by quantum considerations concerning the penetrability of the barrier by particles with different angular momentum.
The relation between the temperature and energy of excitation depends on what model is assumed for the nucleus, but the differences are fortunately not very large. Calculations on these lines were first carried out by Bagge (1941) , but there appears to have been an error in his method of normalization. Perkins's calculations show a reasonable agreement with theory, over the greater part of the range of energy, assuming that the relation between temperature and excitation of the nucleus is th at for a Fermi gas, namely, UccT2. There is, however, a considerable excess of protons of very high energy. Mr Perkins considers th at these are produced by a process suggested by Heisenberg (1938) , in which the particle strikes off a few of the nucleons nearest its point of contact by a glancing blow, so th at there is no time for them to get into thermal equilibrium with the rest of the nucleus. Besides the protons, and a few deuterons and tritons not easily distinguishable from them, there are present in the stars about 30 % of alpha-ray tracks. The spectrum of these tracks is shown in figure 2*. These tracks show little variation in grain density, and it is not therefore possible to estimate the energy of the particle producing a track, unless the track ends in the emulsion. Since, of course, a particle with low energy is more likely to do so than one with large energy the spectrum is distorted, for only those tracks which stop in the emulsion can have their energy measured. To allow for this the calculated curves are corrected by a Toss factor' as shown in the diagram. The alpha-particles also show a proportion of fast particles. I t will be noticed th at the ' temperature ' which gives the best fit for the alphas is 7 MeV, th at for the protons is 5 MeV for the stars of ten to fourteen particles and 8 MeV for those over fifteen. This is a tolerable agreement, since the curve for the alphas is the mean for tracks for all the stars. On the other hand, the value of V is quite different, being 5 MeV for the protons and only about 3 MeV for the alphas, while owing to the double charge on the latter it should be twice as large as for the protons. This is an indication that the alphas are emitted from a portion only of the nucleus with a lower potential barrier. Figure 1 d*, for which I am indebted to Mr Li, shows the energy distribution from the smaller stars. I t also shows agreement with an evaporation formula except for ' a tail ' of high-energy particles which are proportionally less numerous than in the case of the large stars. The temperature also is lower than for the larger stars. This seems to be part of a general phenomenon by which the larger the star the higher the effective temperature, and is what one would expect. The large stars must have had a large excitation energy and this implies a high temperature.
The angular distribution of the particles of the large stars shows some very interesting features. Figures 5*, 9* and 10* show the results of an analysis made as follows:
Each track is treated as a vector of unit length, irrespective of the energy of the track, and the resultant of these vectors found for each star, taking separately the proton and alpha tracks. Assuming that the tracks were really directed at random, it is possible to calculate the distribution of these results. We have, in fact, an example of the well-known 'random-walk' class of problem. I t will be seen from the diagrams that while the distribution of the protons is approximately what would be expected, and that the same is true for the alpha-particles from the stars of ten to fourteen tracks, the alpha-particles from the large stars show a very unexpected asymmetrical distribution. That this asymmetry is a real one can be seen by considering the relation between the direction of the resultant vector, and th at of the heavy track which represents the remainder of the nucleus. In figures 10a* and 106* are histograms showing the number of stars for which the angle between these two vectors has particular values. On random distribution we should expect a distribution similar to the sine curve which is drawn in. It will be seen that the alpha-particles from the large stars again show an asymmetrical distribution confirming the results of the previous investigation. To explain this, Perkins has put forward the view that the nucleus forming these large stars splits into two, and that the portion which gives rise to the alpha-particles is the smaller fragment travelling with considerable speed with regard to the com mon centre of gravity which is nearly at rest with respect to the rest of the emulsion. In this connexion it is worth noticing th at some large stars show two short heavy tracks, corresponding presumably to the two parts of a residue which has divided.
Single tracks
A considerable number of single tracks accompany the stars on the plate. Perkins has shown that this ratio is constant from sea-level to 4,300 m. I t is not appreciably changed if a layer of graphite, paraffin wax, brass or lead is placed in contact with the plate. Of the tracks about 2 % are due to alpha-particles, the remainder appear to be protons, though it is not always possible to distinguish these from deuterons or mesons. Of the tracks from stars 30 % are alphas, but these have only about one-quarter the range of the protons.
These facts are compatible with the view that the single tracks are parts of stars occurring outside the plates, and Perkins's earlier measurements seemed to show that the number of tracks relative to the number of stars was about th at to be expected on this view. Re-examination of the plates with improved technique has shown that the number of tracks was considerably underestimated though the rela tive numbers were correct. While there is some uncertainty as to the number of high-speed protons in the stars, the most reasonable estimate only accounts for about twenty of the 110 tracks found per star in lOOp plates.
I t is a matter of interest to consider to what the remainder are due. The obvious source is the neutrons, which, though invisible, are presumably emitted in the stars to keep normal the balance between charge and mass in the residue. These neutrons will produce knock-ons in the emulsion and in any material containing hydrogen outside it.
The neutrons will lose energy by inelastic collisions with the nitrogen in the air, and to a less extent by the disintegrations they cause in it. I will take 1-2 x 10~24 as the cross-section for a collision which prevents the neutron from producing a visible knock-on in the emulsion. This corresponds to a free path of 300 m. in air a t sealevel. The cross-section for collision with a proton by lOMeV neutrons is 0-8 x 10~24, and the number of protons per cm.3 of emulsion is 3 x 1022, so the free path for producing knock-ons in the emulsion is 1 /(0*8 x 10~24 x 3 x 1022) = 40 cm.
Suppose that the production of stars is proportional to the density of the material divided by the cube root of atomic weight and is Let the number of neutrons per star be v. Then the number of neutrons crossing the plate per sq.cm.s N A' r/?alr -, where pi s a factor to allow for obliquity and A' 3 x 104cm. is the free path in air. The number of knock-ons is vp& lT N X , where d is the thickness of 14* p A emulsion and A the free path for knock-ons.
The number of stars per sq.cm, per sec. is pem.iVd/62*, 62 being the (weighted) mean atomic weight for the emulsion. Hence the ratio knock-ons 114/ Pen,. A 1*3 x 10-3 3 x 101
We should not expect v to exceed about 4, but measurements have been made by Korff (1939) and by Halban, Kowarski & Magat (1939) of the number of neutrons in the cosmic rays. A detailed analysis by Bethe, Korff & Placzek (1940) leads to the conclusion th at the production of neutrons is 0-05/g./sec. a t a height where the den sity is 0*1 atm., and th at it varies with height with an exponential of 7 per atm., which is nearly the same as for stars. At sea-level this would be about 5 x 10~5/g./sec. in air, as against about 2*5 x 10~6 stars/g./sec. in emulsion. Allowing for the difference in atomic weight, this gives fourteen neutrons per star, which may either indicate th a t there is another source of neutrons or th at the number of very small stars has been much underestimated.* Independent neutrons of course would add to the knock-on effect unless they are released with rather low energies.
Even if we suppose th at all the neutrons observed by Korff and others have an energy of lOMeV, they would not account for more than about 4% of the observed tracks. Korff detected his neutrons when they had been reduced to relatively small energies. If any neutrons started with very high energies they might each produce a number of knock-ons before being slowed down, or they might produce some type of disintegration (perhaps even stars) before reaching the energies a t which Korff would have detected them.
However, fast neutrons, or indeed any neutrons, as a major cause of the single tracks seem excluded by the experiments of Perkins, which show no difference in the number of tracks between plates surrounded by lead and by paraffin, unless, indeed, we suppose th a t the protons start with so much energy th a t the material in the immediate neighbourhood furnishes only a small proportion of those observed in the plates.
If the observed protons start with energies corresponding to more than about 1 cm. range in paraffin they would escape detection in the emulsion till partly slowed down. The number of such particles with a given residual range should be indepen dent of the range. Grain counts on the single tracks seem to show a preference for energies of a few million volts, but this work is still in progress.
Accurate knowledge of the range distribution would also test the hypothesis th a t the extra single tracks are due to fast particles from stars which escape observation owing to their speed, or which is practically equivalent, as far as this phenomenon is concerned, to single protons released with high energy from nuclei by some unknown cause which might or might not be th at which forms the visible stars. Since only about 4 % of the tracks start in the emulsion we can exclude ' single-track ' stars with a normal energy distribution.
I t is worth seeing if these single tracks could be due to protons coming down from the top of the atmosphere, but the following considerations tell against this view. The number of proton tracks stopping in the plate is about five times th at of the meson tracks which do so. Hence for equal absorption of protons and mesons five- sixths of the penetrating component of the cosmic rays would have to be protons. I t is true that the absorption of the penetrating component is less than th at of the radiation responsible for the proton tracks as judged from the way in which the two vary in intensity with altitude, but the factor is only of the order of 2, and this still leaves far too many protons to be reconciled with Wilson chamber experiments. Finally, it may be asked, can we be sure th at a large number of these single tracks are not due to mesons ? I t can be shown that, if n particles are being brought to rest per cm.3 per sec. in a medium, and if these particles leave visible tracks for the last L cm. of their course, if they are isotropically distributed in angle, and if the relevant properties of the medium are the same throughout, then the number of tracks per sq.cm, in a thin layer in the medium is \n L . Now the number of mesons stopped per cm.3 per day is of the order of unity at sea-level (as deduced from cosmic-ray data), and L for mesons is about 800/t = 0-08 cm., which gives 0-04/sq.cm./day for the single tracks, while the observed value is about unity. The same formula, used to compare the number of single tracks with those seen to stop in the emulsion, gives L = 0-4 cm., which is about right for protons and verifies the conclusion th at the single tracks are indeed mostly these. I t seems th at for the present we must suspend judgement as to their origin.
Wilson chamber work
Effects have been observed in Wilson chambers which are undoubtedly closely connected with the stars seen in photographic plates. They have been specially studied by Hazen (1944) and by W. M. Powell in U. S.A. (1946) . Both these workers used a Wilson chamber crossed horizontally by a number of lead plates of 0*7 and 1*0 cm. thickness respectively. They worked a t altitudes of 10,000 and 13,400 ft. In each case they found a few stars in the gas, many more coming out of the lead. Their stars often contained electrons, and the majority of them had most or all of their tracks directed downwards.
In comparing these results with those in photographic plates it is important to consider the differences in the conditions under which the tracks in the stars became visible in two cases. Thus the photographic plate does not show electrons at all, nor heavy particles of more than a certain energy. For a proton this is roughly what is required to penetrate one of the lead plates used in the Wilson chamber experiments. A fair proportion of the stars observed had some or all of their particles capable of doing this, and some particles were able to pierce three or four plates. Since the mass in the plates far exceeds th at in the gas one would expect most of the stars to be formed in the lead, and this agrees with what is observed, but the actual discrepancy is undoubtedly even greater, since many stars formed in the lead will be wholly absorbed in it and never seen at all. Thus the photographic technique selects the stars with slow particles, while the Wilson chamber selects those whose particles are fast.
The seen in stars in photographic plates; the balance may represent particles which ionize too little to be visible there, or may be due to the Wilson chamber stars being a different sample from those in the photographic plates. Few of the stars in the plates show strong downward concentration of the tracks. In contrast, this is the rule in the chamber stars. Thus Hazen (1944) , who divides his stars into two roughly equal groups according as to whether any of the tracks in them can penetrate 7 mm. of lead or not, finds th at in the penetrating class only six out of twenty-seven have any upward particles at all, while even in the non penetrating class only eleven out of thirty-one had about equal numbers of up and down tracks.
I t is possible to estimate from Hazen's data the proportion which the penetrating class bear to the whole, including those th at do not emerge at all, if we suppose th a t stars are seen from a depth of 5 x 10-3 cm. in the lead, which is about what one would expect if an average star is composed of three or four particles each capable of going 0-03 cm. through lead, the range of a proton of lOMeV. I t comes to 3*3 %. Probably many of these stars are wholly composed of long-range particles and would be missed altogether in the plates, so their absence is not disturbing. I t does, however, seem odd th at the large proportion of the less penetrating stars which have their tracks strongly directed downwards should be so little represented on the plates. There seems to be a continuous gradation in the stars from symmetrical stars of low average track length to downward-directed stars with long tracks. No doubt therefore the downward-directed stars even in Hazen's less penetrating group have longer tracks than the average. They can thus more easily escape from the lead plate and are over-represented. Even if one makes the extreme and obviously untrue assumption th at all such stars are actually counted the ratio is 2-5 %, which should be observed. I t should, however, in fairness be said th at Hazen, by comparing the ratio of the number of stars observed in air and in the lead with the assumed stopping power gets a much larger number for the stars which escape detection. As, however, he only observed two stars in the air the statistical uncertainty of this method of calculation is large. From Powell's results a similar calculation can be made, though he divides his stars in a different way. He records sixteen 'upw ard' stars out of a total of 156. On the same assumptions as to range, etc., the proportion of non-isotropic (supposed all counted) to isotropic is 4 %. In Powell's case it is possible to check by calculating the number of stars in the gas and comparing with the observed number, namely, thirteen, which is large enough to give reasonable statistics. The result comes too small by a factor of 2*5, assuming the relative cross-section for star production in lead and argon to be in the ratio of the areas of their nuclei. The most likely explana tion is that some of the smaller stars coming from the lead are missed, especially those which have only a few particles directed outwards. If this is the case the true proportion of non-isotropic stars will be less than we have calculated above.
Assuming that the chance of star production in an atom of lead is to th at in an atom of argon, the gas used in the chamber, as the areas of the nuclei, we can cal culate from the observed number of stars in the gas the total number which must have been formed in the lead. Nearly all the penetrating ones will have been observed and, assuming that they have, we find that they comprise 1*5 % of the whole. Perhaps half of these will consist of particles of more energy than can be detected in a photographic plate, leaving a residuum which would require rather refined statistics to detect, since of course some stars are bound to show collimation in a downward direction as a mere result of a random distribution.
Frequency of star production in different media
I t is a m atter of importance to determine how the chance of a star being formed depends on the character of the nucleus that may form it.
We now have plates made by Ilfords in which layers of gelatine free from silver bromide are interleaved with layers of emulsion, and others with layers containing lead. From observations of the stars in these plates, now in progress at Imperial College, it should be possible to determine with greater accuracy and certainty how this important quantity varies with the atomic weight.
Such evidence as exists a t present is compatible with the view th at the crosssection for star production varies as the cross-section of the atomic nucleus, i.e. about as the § power of the atomic weight.
Artificial production of stars
Recent work at Berkeley, California, with the new giant cyclotron has shown th at effects closely resembling stars can be produced artificially, and it has also been found possible to create mesons of a t least two masses. This work has not yet been reported in detail so it is impossible to discuss it fully.
The stars were of course all produced by ionizing radiation (deuterons and alphaparticles) and they seem to resemble more closely the collimated stars of the Wilson chamber, many of which are produced by ionizing radiation, than the more isotropic stars of the photographic plates. In particular, it is recorded (Gardner & Paterson 1948) th at in the stars initiated by alpha-particles about three times as many tracks occur in a forward as in a backward direction. About three tracks per star were found on an average, but the plates were not sensitive to protons with more than about lOMeV.
Mesons in stars
Some stars are caused by mesons. The first example of this was found by Perkins, and a number of others have been found since, especially by Powell, who calls the mesons which cause disintegrations of this type <r mesons (Powell & Occhialini 19476) . Powell has also shown that mesons can be produced by stars and th at some of these are capable of producing stars themselves, i.e. are cr mesons (Lattes, Occhialini & Powell 1947) .
It is not an easy matter to distinguish between the tracks due to protons and to mesons. The scattering is greater for mesons of the same velocity, and if the track ends in the emulsion the difference between the grain density at equal distances from the end is marked. I t is, however, quite possible th at some of the tracks which are attributed to fast protons leaving the emulsion are really due to mesons. For this reason no definite figure can be given for the number of mesons produced per star. A lower limit is 1 %.
About one star in thirty is due to a er meson. Some fifteen well-marked examples have been studied by Perkins and Lattimore in an attem pt to find out the mass of the meson concerned (Lattimore 1948) . Values of 270 + 70 and 290 + 80 have been found by different methods for the mean of these. The individual spread is con siderable, and it is not possible to say whether all these mesons have the same mass, but if they have it must be more than 200, which is the mass of the common mesons in the penetrating component.
The origin of the stars
The origin of these stars is a fascinating problem, and one which is still open to many speculations. There are, however, certain facts which enable us to rule out some of the causes which have been suggested. In the first place, the work with Wilson chambers shows th at the stars are not correlated with cascade showers, not even with the very large Auger showers. I t is fair to conclude from this th at the stars are not due to photons or electrons. The Wilson chamber work also shows th at few of the isotropic stars are due to ionizing radiation of any kind. We have seen th a t about one star in thirty is due to mesons, and this would roughly account for the proportion seen in the Wilson chambers, but statistics are extremely poor. There is, then, no evidence to suppose th a t the stars observed in the photographic plates are due to radiation which, while ionizing too little to affect the plate, would be visible in a Wilson chamber.
On the other hand, a large proportion of the collimated stars observed in the cham ber are due to ionizing radiation. We have seen th at these stars are at most a small percentage of the total. I t seems th at they are exceptional not only in their appear ance, but also in the manner in which they are produced, and they may perhaps be due to fast protons or mesons. So far the photographic work has told us nothing about them, and the Wilson chamber experiments are not numerous enough to enable us to come to a definite conclusion.
If we exclude all kinds of ionizing radiation and photons on the grounds given above, we are left with three possible causes: neutrons, neutral mesons (of the kind suggested by Powell to explain the decay of his heavy mesons, and by Anderson to explain th at of the normal cosmic ray meson), and finally some hitherto unknown particle. I exclude, of course, the few stars which are due to cr mesons.
There is little in the momentum-energy relations of the isotropic stars to give us a clue to their origin. The mean velocity of the particles emitted is of the order 5x 109cm./sec. We should hardly expect to detect an asymmetry caused by a motion of the centre of gravity of 3x 108cm./sec. (1 % of the velocity of light). The energy of the larger stars is of the order 500 MeV, and these stars are certainly due to nuclei at least as heavy as that of bromine. If a particle of rest-mass m, velocity V, is captured but not destroyed by a nucleus of mass M the velocity of the
, where E is the energy transferred from the particle. In our case m<^M. If the particle is a neutral meson of mass 120me, in order to give sufficient energy, E^>mc2 and = E/M exceed this gives an asymmetry which would be undetectable. If the rest mass of the meson is turned into energy there will be less demands on the kinetic energy and hence less momentum transferred, so the asymmetry will be even less detectable. If the meson goes through the nucleus without capture, the momentum for a given energy transfer is less than when capture occurs.
If we suppose that the particle is a neutron, 2 > E and we can write approximately v -VmjM. For a large star, which must necessarily come from a heavy nucleus, mfM > and V to give an energy ~ 100 MeV is ~ 1-5 x 1010cm./sec., so v/ O j^q , which would escape detection. Some of the small stars are no doubt due to light nuclei, e.g. carbon. Here m/MIf the energy is as much as 100 MeV, vjc would be 2i> which might be detectable by a careful statistical analysis.
For the collimated stars of the Wilson chamber, particle energies are higher. Many of the particles can penetrate a 1 cm. plate of lead which takes about 80 MeV and gives a velocity of the order of half that of light. To give the observed asymmetry the velocity of the centre of gravity must be of the same order. This velocity, when the incident particle is retarded to lose an energy A is approxi mately AE/MV) V will be of the order of c and so A If the incident particle has the necessary energy there is nothing impossible in this. In these cases it makes little difference whether the incident particle sticks to the rump of the nucleus, if any, or goes on, since all velocities are of the order of th at of light.
Against the hypothesis of neutral mesons is the fact that the rate of increase with altitude of the stars is much greater than that of the annihilation of the meson com ponent of the cosmic rays, which would be inadequate to provide the number of stars observed at high altitudes. The number of heavy mesons undergoing change always appears to be small.
Most of the neutral mesons are formed by the decay of heavy and light charged mesons at rest, in which cases the neutral meson only gets a few million volts kinetic energy. If neutral mesons were the main cause of stars the energy of the stars would be constant, namely that due to the rest mass of the neutral meson, say 60 MeV. Unfortunately, we cannot see the neutrons which are no doubt associated with the stars, and this makes it hard to say if the observations are compatible with a con stant total energy, but on the whole the character of the energy-frequency curve is against the hypothesis though not perhaps decisively so.
It is, of course, possible that the bulk of stars are due to neutral mesons coming from the top of the atmosphere with energy considerably exceeding their rest mass. If so, it is easy to calculate the cross-section for star production in an atom of nitrogen or oxygen. It comes to 1-6 x 10-25, a not impossible value. On this view one would assume that the neutral meson was not destroyed in the process, or a t least not always.
Neutrons, on the other hand, show the same variation with altitude as the stars; they are present in considerable numbers. The methods which have been used up to the present to detect them would not be effective for particles with the high energy needed to produce stars, but it is not unreasonable to suppose th at there may be some with great energy, th a t these energetic neutrons either produce stars and so disappear, or lose energy by collisions and appear among those which are detected by the other methods.
The distribution of the stars over the surface of the plates
The stars show the expected random distribution over large areas. Thus 1230 stars on 54 sq.in. of plate were distributed among areas of 1 x £ in. according to a Poisson distribution. When, however, the examination is pushed to smaller distances a curious effect appears. This has been discovered simultaneously by LeprinceRinguet & Heydmann (1948) in France and by Li & Perkins here (1948) . I t consists in a tendency for pairs of stars to appear near each other more frequently than would be expected if they were distributed at random. The effect is marked for distances up to about 50Q/i, but for larger distances becomes hardly statistically significant. I t is not a t present possible to say whether this apparent limitation of the influence of one star upon another is real, or whether it simply arises from the mathematical fact th a t the number of stars on a thin plate within a distance r from a fixed point will increase as r2 if the stars are at random, while those due to connexion with a star a t the origin would probably vary as log r and could at most be expected only to increase as r. Thus the effect of any influence gets relatively smaller a t large distances and is lost in the statistical fluctuations even though there may be no true absorption. I t ought to be possible to check whether the effect is due to a secondary radiation from the star or due to the production of twin stars by two of a sheaf of star-producing particles diverging from a common source, which would lead to a different law of variation with r of the excess of the number of stars over th at expected from random distribution, but the present statistics are hardly good enough, though for what they are worth they favour the second hypothesis. Assuming for the sake of getting a measure of the effect th at it is due to a radiation from the stars, or from some of them, producing secondary stars, we can calculate the product of the number of such particles per star and their average cross-section for star production in the atoms of the emulsion. I t comes surprisingly high, 14 x 10~24cm.2. I t seems almost impossible th at there are several particles emitted per star with energy large enough to produce an apparently similar star, and the reasonable view would be th at the emission of even one such particle is a tolerably rare event. But if this is the case the crosssection for star production must be several times the above value which is only explicable by some process of resonance.
If we suppose th at the twin stars are produced by two members of a sheaf of hypothetical particles the cross-section required comes out a little less, but it is still surprisingly high. I t is hoped th at work with thicker films of emulsion, which should give more twins, will help us to clear up this very puzzling difficulty.
We are left then with a number of problems: W hat is the origin of the stars ? Are they due to neutrons, to neutral mesons or some still-to-be-discovered particle? Are the alpha-particles emitted by a different process from the protons? Is fission a normal accompaniment of the process which forms a star ? W hat is the explanation of the close pairs of stars ? Is this a clue to the process of star formation in general or does it only concern a small proportion of the stars ? All these questions should be answered in the next few years. Some of them we hope in the next few months.
